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Animanga Club
6:00 - 7:30 on Wednesday, 9/14

Teen  Programs

*Sticky Note Art
2:30 - 4:00 on Saturday, 9/17

Registration is required for events marked
with an asterisk *

Hang out with other anime and manga fans,
discuss your favorite series, and watch
shows together! Shows will be PG or PG-13.

Create amazing pixel art with just sticky
notes and help decorate the library!



*Volunteer Orientation
5:30 - 6:00 on Wednesday, 9/28

Learn the ins and outs of volunteering at the
library. Make sure to bring your volunteer
application. Orientation is required for teens
to volunteer for any of our programs. Teens
in grades 6th through 12th grade are eligible
to be volunteers.

Teen Advisory Board Meeting
5:30 - 6:30 on Wednesday, 9/21

The OFL Teen Advisory Board (T.A.B.) is a
place for teens to share ideas about
activities, materials, and changes to
implement to make your library the best it
can be!



Join us in the library meeting room and build,
share, and create with LEGO! Building
supplies will be provided by the library.

Registration is required for events 
marked with an asterisk*

RocDogs Visit
6:30 - 7:30 on Thursday, 9/1

Kid's  Programs

*LEGO Club
6:30 - 7:15 on Thursday, 9/8

Join Mr. Steve for stories and songs in the
children's room!
**There is no story time on Friday, 9/2

Story Time
Every Tuesday and Friday**, 10:15 - 10:45

Therapy Dogs from RocDogs visit you!



Play, ponder, and partner up with pals and
Pokémon!

*Musical Preschool Fun with Missy Reed
11:00 - 11:45 on Saturday 9/10

*Pokémon Trainers Club
6:30 - 7:30 on Thursday, 9/22

Sing and dance! Play and have fun! Musical
educator Missy Reed really gets kids moving!
For ages 0-5.

Join us for a read-along, crafts, and a chance
to meet Pete the Cat himself!

*Pete the Cat Party
2:00 - 3:00 on Saturday, 9/24



Mr. Steve Suggests:
DRAW 62 THINGS IN NATURE

AND MAKE THEM CUTE

anything – a rock, a cactus, a mushroom, or an ear of
corn – absolutely adorable! Learn how to Draw 62
Things in Nature and Make Them Cute at the Ogden
Farmers’ Library!

By Heegyum Kim

Some things are cute! Some
things are NOT. For example:
unicorns, rainbows, baby
dinosaurs, are all cute.
Garbage, gross hairballs, and
a meat-eating T-Rex are all
UGLY. Right? Wrong! In this
book, artist Heegyum Kim will
show you how to make almost 



Book Group
1:00 - 2:00 on Thursday 9/22

Reading "The Radium Girls"
by Kate Moore

Ally Miller of Cornell Cooperative Extension
offers tips for incorporating a healthy diet
and physical activity into your lifestyle.

*Eat Healthy Be Active
2:00 - 3:00 on Wednesday 9/21

Adult  Programs:
Registration is required for events 
marked with an asterisk *

*1-on-1  Tech Tutoring
3:00 - 3:30 Every Tuesday and Thursday

Learn how to use your device in new ways.
Register for 30 minutes of one-on-one tech
tutoring with library assistant Peter!



Friday, September 16th
Library opens at 10:00 am

Closed Monday 9/5
In observence of labor day

Calendar Notes 
for September

Closed Saturday 9/3

Yahaha! You Found Me!



Your Suggestions!

Every month, all the suggestions we received
in our Suggestion Box will be answered
right here!

Pokémon XY and 
Pokémon XYZ

I've ordered Pokémon XY &
Pokémon XY Kalos Quest!
- Mr. Steve

Suggestion:

Our  response:

Imagine Dragons, Mercury
Act 2

I will order this! - Kate

Suggestion:

Our  response:



A higher limit on video
games per card (maybe 5
instead of 3).

We have found that limiting
each card to a charge limit of
3 games ensures there are
plenty of games for available
for everyone to enjoy! - John

Suggestion:

Our  response:

Shetland Season 6

Season 6 has not been
released on DVD yet, and a 
 release date has not yet
been announced - Kate

Suggestion:

Our  response:



If there's one video game that is almost unanimously
described as a modern classic of late, that game is
Disney Pixar's Cars for the Playstation 2 The Legend
of Zelda: Breath of the Wild. I've only recently
begun playing Nintendo Switch games, but now that I
have, you better believe I wanted to see for myself if
Breath of the Wild is really

Editor Pete Suggests

the legend of zelda:

"modern classic" material.

Breath of the wilD

Firstly, Breath of the Wild is
filled to the brim with charm. I
get a smile on my face every
time I find a Korok and it says
"Yahaha! You found me!" The
game is equal parts serious and
silly, and manages to deliver



the best of both worlds. There are tons of quirky
characters that all manage to leave an impression
despite the fact that there are well over 200 of them. 

Exploration in Breath of the Wild provides the grand
feeling of discovery you get from a procedurally
generated game like Minecraft, while offering the
astounding beauty that comes from a meticulously
designed game like Dark Souls. The mark of Nin-
tendo is all over this game. They have the capital to
create something massive and the expertise to fill that
mass with fascinating detail. It's a wonder to behold.

The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild does the
impossible, delivering on the never before perfected
Legend of an Open World. It's A Breath of Fresh Air.


